Haslemere: Regional Design and Historic Environment Champion’
s event

About the TOOLKIT
An initiative funded by English Heritage
South East Regional Capacity Building
Programme, in partnership with CABE and
the architecture centre to help deliver
better design solutions in historic areas.
The Toolkit comprises series of workshops
designed to enable key decision makers,
designers and developers to explore topical
issues in their area and stimulate higher
standards of design. Each workshop
consists of a presentation looking at the key
issues covered in Building in Context,
followed by local and regional case studies
and an opportunity to discuss the complex
issues associated with successfully
incorporating contemporary design in
sensitive locations.
Through this initiative we promote better
practice in developing appropriate
contemporary design in historic areas. Case
studies are chosen for their wide interest
and where they can be used to
demonstrate broader themes. The events
are published as 'The Building in Context
Toolkit' and include detailed case studies
from the programme. The Toolkit supports
'Building in Context' published by English
Heritage and CABE. The Building in
Context Toolkit Programme aims to:
•Enable wider understanding of the principles of
developing appropriate contemporary design in
historic areas to a range of professional and
community groups
•Enable those involved in making decisions
affecting historic areas in their attainment of a
more effective, balanced and efficient service
resulting in improvement of those decisions
affecting the quality of the historic environment for
future generations.
•Promote sustainable new and re-used
development that doesn’
t sacrifice what future
generations will value for the sake of short-term
and often illusory gains so that we use already
developed areas in the most efficient way, while
making them more attractive places in which to
live and work and conserving our cultural heritage

Over 50 members of the South East Design Champions
Club, Historic Environment Champions, members of the
South East Regional Design Panel and Waverley Borough
Council took part in this regional Building in Context
TOOLKIT workshop, held in the historic market town of
Haslemere.
Haslemere was chosen as a case study because it provided
an opportunity to study how new development can be
successfully incorporated into a historic area, in this case
through developing a centrally located surface car park.
Such sites are typical in market towns across the south
east. They represent some of the few unbuilt upon areas
close to a town centre with the potential to provide higher
density development and affordable housing to support
continuing viability of a town. Yet such development raises
issues of trying to successfully knit with their historic,
organically grown surroundings, and most car parks are
relatively well-used by shoppers that support local services.

About the South East Design
Champions Club
The South East Design Champions’
Club
was launched by South East England
Development Agency (SEEDA) in June
2003 in Reading.
The objective of the Club is to raise the
quality of design in the South East Region
by asking all local authorities to nominate a
member and officer to be part of the Design
Champions’
Club. There are now 81
champions from 54 local authorities.
As senior figures in their organisation they
will promote the benefits of good design via:

Local authorities’
own procurement
processes

Their management of the public realm

Ensuring that design is central to the
planning and development control process
SEEDA and the Kent Architecture Centre
are working with the Champions’
Club
members to help build their own and their
organisation’
s capacity to promote and lead
a quality design agenda.
About Graham Haworth
Graham was selected
from the facilitator panel
of the BiC TOOLKIT
for his experience as
member of the South East Regional Design Panel and
partner in a leading architectural practice.
Haworth Tompkins Architects designs buildings in urban,
rural and coastal locations in the UK and beyond, for clients
in the public sector, financial services, manufacturing
industry and the arts, as well as for private individuals.
http://www.haworthtompkins.com/
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Building in Context: Appraising a
proposal
…It is possible to arrive at opinions about design
quality that are based on objective criteria. There are
many ways of doing this, but any such process is
likely to include asking the following questions. They
encompass both the quality of the building itself and
its quality as a contribution to the urban design of the
neighbourhood in which it is situated:
The site

How does the proposed building relate to the site?

Is there a positive and imaginative response to any
problems and constraints?

Have the physical aspects of the site been
considered, such as any changes in level within or
beyond it?

Are access arrangements convenient and existing
routes respected?

Can the amount of accommodation required be
fitted on the site in an elegant way?
Wider setting

How does the proposal relate to its wider setting?

Are the street pattern and grain of the surroundings
respected?

Are there changes in height between the existing
and new development and if so how are they
managed?

Will the result enhance or damage the quality of
the townscape? Density

How is the density of the proposal related to that of
existing and neighbouring uses?

If there are differences, are they acceptable?
Impact on close views

Has the impact of the building in close views been
assessed?

Is it either weak or overpowering?

Does it respect the scale and rhythm of its
neighbours?
Materials

What materials are used?

How do they relate to those of the surrounding
buildings?

Is the quality as high?

Are there interesting comparisons or contrasts in
the use of materials?

How will the colours work together?
Architecture suitable to its use

Is the architecture of the building suitable for the
uses it contains?

Is it trying to be too grand or pretending to be more
modest than it really is?
Composition

How does the architecture present itself to the
viewer? Is there a strong composition in the pattern
of solid to opening in the façade? Does the detailing
of the materials show signs of careful thought or
originality in the way the building is put together?
Public realm

What contribution, if any, does the proposal make
to the public realm? If new open space is created, is
it clear that it will provide a positive benefit and have
a genuine use?
Vistas and views

In the wider setting, has the impact of the building
in views and vistas been considered?

Does it make a positive or negative impact?

Does it form a harmonious group or composition
with existing buildings or features in the landscape?

Does it distract the eye from the focus of the view
and if so does it provide something better to look at?
From Building in Context, pg 37
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Ways of understanding context
Graham Haworth took delegates through the process of analysing, understanding
and responding to context for a variety of projects. The following montage is taken
from his summary of the character of an area on the Isle of Man.
How does the site perform in different
weathers and times of day or evening?

What are the local traditional materials?
How are they put together?

What are local cultural influences? Can we
exploit them in the design?

What are local cultural influences? Can we
exploit them in the design?

Graham stressed the importance of site capacity studies and building form for
The development proposed and gave the examples of design development
work for a complex corner site (images right). Model making is important to
refine the design and in his experience gradually builds the confidence in the
scale. A model also makes the process easier of communicating a scheme to
local people and decision makers.
Steve Thwaites, Waverley Borough Council’
s Director of Planning and Development, provided an overview of the
Borough and Haslemere and outlined issues of affordable new housing, provision of opportunities for small
business and protecting the historic fabric.
Nigel Barker, English Heritage, provided examples of where new development has been successful and/or
challenging in historic areas, from Lille –Art Deco swimming pool to museum and London’
s Millennium wheel which
has a structure that disobeys all the rules of scale yet the clarity of the intention and intervention within context
makes it more acceptable. Nigel acknowledged that it is easier to develop an approach when you have consistency
in context. It is not so easy in an organic town, like many of the south eastern market towns that have grown up
over time and have a corresponding complexity of context and clarity.
‘
Championing development that is representative of today isn’
t without effort’
, said Nigel and it is easy to slip back
into a comfort zone. But that this doesn’
t benefit the environment in the longer run as all development will start to
lose its local distinctiveness. There are mechanisms available to help assess schemes, such as early discussions
with English Heritage and availability of local, regional and national design panels.

The Workshop

Workshop participants drawing

The workshop introduced
Champions to the practical tools
that can be used to set the brief for
the development of a site, or to
assess development proposals.
Following the series of
presentations which addressed the
key principles contained within
Building in Context, Annette Hards,
KAC introduced the map-based
survey and analysis; see figuregrounds and ground-figures, left.
Champions then went on a
‘
walkabout’
of the site and centre of
Haslemere; group work to identify
opportunities, challenges and
ingredients for integrating new
development into its surroundings,
and concluded with feedback and
a plenary session.
Opportunities
Open up views from the site and create
new green links into the town
Preserve the grain and character in any
new development through incremental
rather than comprehensive
development
Use the change in levels across the site
to achieve below ground car parking
Improve movement for pedestrians and
vehicles, particularly through to the
station
Create a ‘
park for cars’
rather than a
‘
car park’
Phased development across the site
Improve and activate existing blank
facades facing onto site
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Ground-figure drawings: movement▲

Figure -ground drawings: buildings▲

SUMMARY OF WORKSHOP FINDINGS

Exploit opportunity for terracing across the
site

Potential to create new public space

Provide retail and other commercial
opportunities that complement existing offer

Catalyst for town

Level drop across the site could provide
layers
Challenges

Distance from rail station

Mundane architecture of newer buildings

Dilapidated buildings

Fragmented land ownership

Car parking availability and retention

Recommendations/ tools for integration

Potential for design codes to encourage contemporary
new development

Use of good quality materials and detailing

Relocate cultural facilities

Remove fire station and other unattractive buildings

Expose waterways and culvert

Knit development across the site and use a Haslemere
scale for new development

Analysis of real character of the town

Strategic brief

Reinvent things already there for today’
s needs

Create a local vision for site’
s development

Address edges of site and bring to life

Create new public open space in car park and tree
lined routes

Haslemere: Regional Design and
Historic Environment Champion’
s
event
The organisers would like to thank
the Mayor of Waverley, Jacqui
Keen, who said that she welcomed
the opportunity this event provided
to share best practice, Miranda
Pearce, Urban Renaissance
Manager at SEEDA, who stressed
SEEDA’
s commitment to creating
quality places through initiatives
such as Building in Context.
Geoff Noble, South East Regional
Design Panel Manager, and Chair
for the day.
Sarah Marr, Officer Design
Champion for Waverley Borough
Council and colleagues for their
assistance in compiling data for the
event and staffing the walkabout.

To Design and Historic Environment
champions:
Organising Your Building in Context
TOOLKIT training event
We hope you enjoyed this event that showcased for Design Champions the
Building in Context TOOLKIT and one of its pool of 12 regional facilitators.
The TOOLKIT is a travelling training package that is available to authorities
across the south east that can be tailored to meet specific local
requirements. As Design Champion for your authority you may wish to
organise one in your own workplace.
For more information on holding a BiC TOOLKIT training event please
contact Nigel Barker, English Heritage, tel. 01483 252000, or Clare Wright,
the architecture centre, tel. 01634 401166
The Table below shows how the BiC Toolkit team can put together an event
tailored for your particular requirements:

The Building in Context TOOLKIT
1. Event build-up
EH/
client

EH

EH/ F
client

client

2. Event

Topical site, issue
and audience

Facilitator matched with site,
issues, audience and availability

Develop event, background,
establish no-go areas

EVENT
Visual display
•
Seminar
•
Workshop
•
Walkabout/
study tour

3. Post-event

Post event feedback
questionnaire
and report

client

Post event response

client
/ EH

Invite other speakers, audience,
pre-event questionnaire,
venue and catering

www.buildingincontext.org

typical materials provided in
facilitator pack to tailor to
suit the event

the architecture centre

